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Editorial. 
It is·a grave mistake for anyone to suppose that in our profes-
sion women ar~ elected by the lowering of the men. In this re-
gard, as in all others, tile interests of both sexes are identical. 
Where men rank high in the matter of salaries, women will rank 
high also, and tho~gh in most cases the work, and in some cases 
the ability, of the men may not be in the ratio of the higher 
- . salaries paid them compared with those of the women in the 
same system, yet that the distinction be made is for the interest 
of the schools, and of the great majority of the women teachers 
in them·. 
It is a great mistake in a school inspector to think "he can 
make fame or fortune by putting himself in opposition to the 
teachers of his district or system, even though he gain notoriety 
iI,l the newspapers by having himself interviewed · periodically, 
and loaning money to the reporters. Few besides teachers 
and their immediate friends read the reports of school-board 
wranglings, hence the genuflexions of a contumacious member 
·are lost to the genelal public and treasured only iIi the memories 
of the teachers whose interests the acts of a sore-head board 
member directly affect. In a large system the momentum of 
pedagogical public opinion is considerable, when directed toward 
one o1:ijective point.- The school ma'ams have not a vote, but 
they have tloies. When, an obnoxious school inspector sets hjm-
self up for an honorable or lucrative office, he is gently over-
whelmed with defeat, and the b~auty of it is that he never knew 
what killed him. Better fight an army of men than one of wo-
men. For all practical purposes, it is just as well to be crushed 
beneath a falling mine as smothered in a snow-storm. 
LEGISLATION AGAINST COMMON SENSE. 
r[HE New York Legislature is also "going it blind" in regard 
to "state text-books." A most absurd bill has passed the 
Senate of that state with only three negative votes. It directs 
the Comptroller, Treasurer, and Superintendent of Public In-
struction to make a contract, after advertisement, with the bidder 
who shall offer to· sell for fifteen years to all persons in the state 
at the lowest prices the following school books, the prices not to 
exceed those mentioned: 
Speller, not to exceed fifteen cents; first reader, not to exceed ten cents; 
second reader, not to exceed twenty cents; third reader, not to exceed thirty 
cerits; fourth reader, not to exceed forty cents; first graDimar, not to exceed 
twenty-five cents; practical grammar, not to exceed fifty cents; fint arithme-
tic, not to ·exceed twelve cents ; second arithmetic, not to exceed twenty.five 
cents; third arithmetic, not to exceed fifty cents; first geography, not to ex-
ceed fifty cents; second geography, not to exceed eighty cents; book of his-
tory. not to exceed $1.50. 
Certain standards as to size and quality are mentioned, and 
the contractor is to give a bond in $25,000. The matter of the 
new books is to be determined by the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, and they are to be subject to revision by the Super-
intendent not oftener than once in five years. - When the books 
are ready for distribution the trustees of all ,scho~l districts and 
the boards of education of all union free schools in the ·state are 
required to substitute the new books for those in use, under pen-
alty of removal from office. The inhabitants of any school dis-
trict may vote a tax sufficient to supply their schools with books; 
The act is not to be-obligatory upon boards of education aeting 
under special charters. 
The aim seems to be to get cktap books-ano. keep them. Books 
are like other commodities. There will always be cheap books 
and expensive books, and the price will usually be determined by 
the intrinsic value of the books themselves, and their capacity for 
supplying the popular demand. When the price is set before-
hand, and books are -made to suit the price, of course the books 
and their prices will correspond. If cheap books are wanted;;-
cheap books can be had, just as cheap teachers can always be 
found for such school boards as want cheap schools. But as long 
as the element of competition is excluded, at least beyond a cer-
tain limit, as in the proposed New York plan, the real merit of 
a book cannot reach a very high mark. . School-books, like other 
books, consist of two parts-the body and the soul. Brains as 
well as straw are required to make a good book, and the price oli 
brains can hardly be regulated by a state legislature. ·A legisla-
ture may say it will have nothing to do with high-priced brains 
(we fear this is the case in New York), and it may content itself' 
with the cheap brain-work of half-educated aspirants for author-
ship; an~ then it may buy cheap material and go to a cheap 
printer and binder (or farm out the job) and get what will pass at 
first for a school-book; but we ·predict that if ~his New York bill 
becomes-a law, .there will be a pitiable wail heard in that land 
ere the -expiration of the first five years (the time pr.oposed for 
the books to be used ,,:ithout change)/or the State Superintend-
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ent to be permitted to "revise," if not remake the first batch of 
books turned out from the legislative book-factory. 
As school-bo@ks are now published, there is the sharpest kind 
of rivalry between different wealthy publishing houses to pro-
duce tke 'best as well as tke ckeapest books. Let the state 
monopolize this business of school-book making, and the value 
of the books furnished will at once begin to depreciate, and the 
ultitnate result will be 'a bonanza for the regular publishers. 
The ·great expense entailed by the first introduction of the new 
books will scarcely be past before the law will have, to be 
modified to permit a sensible superintendent to secure even 
tolerably good books for the people . . Any attempt to cut off 
or kill the legitifuate trade of a country must utterly fail, and 
the course proposed by this remarkable New York Senate is in 
the face of all experience, philosophy, and common sense. 
You can no more make a people buy and use-school-'books which 
have been manufactured to conform to a cheap standard, con-
trary to their wish to buy and use better though more costfy bools, 
than you can compel them all to wear cow-hide boots and linsey 
woolsey gowns because these are cheaper than calf-skin and 
broadcloth, and you can't see the need of the better material. 
-If. SIGNIFICANT AND IMPORTANT MOVEMENT. 
I· T 1S a fact well known that the a~erage school life of the great mass of the American people is very limited. According to 
the bellt calculations it does not, probably. exceed six years. Ip · 
deed, this is a high estimate when the length of the school year 
in the rural districts is taken into the account. Rarely does the 
annual school perioci exceed' six or seven months, and frequently 
'not more than four or five. The result is that vast numbers of 
children enjoy such advantages as indifferently conducted schools 
can· confer, not more than thirty or forty months all told. Con-
sidering 'the inexperience and lack of specific preparation on the 
part of the majority of teachers, great numbers of our children, 
it, must be confessed, emerge into active life with a most stilted 
and inadequate preparation indeed. Even the merest elements 
of knowledge are but imperfectly mastered, while the discipline 
acquired.is so slight, that there is but small prospect that the 
school work will be supplemented by that systematic and ' profit-
able pursuit of knpwledge for which the school life should be a 
prelude and a preparation.' Without eI)couragement, assistance, 
and the application of efficient in~entives, therefore, there is lit-
tle hope that in a vast majority of cases Lhere will be any intelli-
gent anti metkodical plan 0/ life study. Conceding that there may 
be, and are, thousands who would be glad to go forward in the 
great work of intellectual and moral culture, there is yet the al-
most insuperable obstacle of a want of knowledge as to tke best 
way, the order of studies) and the best methods of utilizing the 
tilJle and the strength requisite to produce appreciable results. 
Our schools do comparatively little in the way of teacking tkeif 
pupils /ww to study, wkat andwken to study. Then, again, there 
are, outside of the schools. none of those special incentives to 
pursue a systt:m:atic course that a well-regulated school offers. It 
is true that there are numerous individual instances in active life, 
in which reading and study are carried forwa~d on a systematic 
plan, but these instances are exceptional when we consider the 
masses who ought to be engaged persistently in the primal duty 
of utilizing ,their mental and nioral forces jn a careful survey of 
the great realms of knowle4ge. ' , . 
The most casual observer of the wants of a free people, and·.()f 
the signs of the times, must feel that we qave need of a ,new 
agency in the work of national universal education. The work 
of the schools must be supplemented. We urgently want an or-
ganization of education outSIde of 'ke sckools, continuing and even 
improving upon their work, o,ffering the best incentives, and 
providing the most simple and direct means, at the lowest possi -
ble cost, for a systematic pursuit of the higher order of studies. 
Such an organization must be simple, direct, and effective. It 
must seek to draw together all who are ani mated by the laudable 
desire for self-culture. It must layout the work, provide a series 
of condensed text-books, in which the outlmes of subjects are 
presented, with such hints aQ.d helps to profitable study as the 
world outside of the schools so much needs. This organization 
must embrace the best features of the schools with little of their 
rigiditY, and a perfect adaptation to the circumstances of th,e 
classes to be reached and benefited. 
Such an- organization, we note as one of the most hopefUL 
signs of the times, has already been effected and has, in. the first 
year of its existence, achieved remarkable results. We refer to 
the Ckautauqua Literary aad Scientific Circle, organized last 
year under the leadership of the Rev. Dr. J. H. Vincent. This 
Circle already numbers about eight thousand members ia all 
parts of the country, who are engaged upon a course ' of four 
years, who are pursuing their stu(lies systematically and daily, 
and who are reporting progress )Ilonthl y to a Central Bureau. A 
perfect system of correspondence, by letter, circular, etc., is 
carried on between these members and the Central Bureau. Sev-
eral text-books prepared espechilly for the use of the Circ~e 
have been issued and are sold to members and others at the low 
price of ten to fifteen cents each. Some of these books embody 
features which most of our school text-books might profitably 
Imitate. They ' contain the matter boiled down to the utmost 
limit of reasonable concentration. They present outlines rather 
than exhaustive treatises, test questions, models of abstracts, and 
brief essays, all calculated thoroughly to ground the student in 
essentials, instead of drOWII him in a mass' of details. List~ of 
collateral works for reference are presented, with the names of 
the publishers, the prices, etc. In connection with the studies, 
test examination questions are regularly issued by means of which 
tne work of these eight thousand persons is proved up and post~d 
for reference. At the end or the Course a diploma: is to be 
granted to all who satisfactorily complete it. It is proposed to 
for~ a 'new class each year, and at the end of four years a ~till 
higher course is to be organized for each class, SJ that all who 
de.ire it can pursue a consecutive sen"es of studies for at least 
eight years. All the details of the scheme have been arranged 
with remarkable skill and good judgment. To defray the expeJ?ses 
of the 'organization for correspondence, circulars, examination 
papers, etc., each member pays fifty cents annually. Local Cir-# 
des, auxiliary to the general Circle, are es~ablished, and hold reg- • 
ular meetinls for mutual aid, discussions, etc. The general Cir-
cle will hold annual convocations at Chautauqua Lake, where 
meetings by sections for conversation and suggestion will occur, 
thus affording a profitable intellectual entertainfuent in con nee: 
tlon with the rational recr~ations of ' a most / deiightful s~mmer 
resort. 
_ We have given but a meagre outline of what we consider a 
grand conception in process of practical realizatio'n and fun. of 
the highest pos!i.ibilities. Its progress will be watched with the 
deepest interest by all who indulge the ,dream of yet beholding a 
greatanti/r-4e,peopleorganized andunited for tke ~blime , work of 
self-eduCation I These local Circles, once established in the 
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towns and cities of the land, would become by far the most ef-
fective antidotes to the demoralizing agencies of society, such as 
saloons, exceptional kinds of amusement, etc., ever yet devised. 
They organize and utilize the intellectual and moral forces of 
the communitjl, holding them to their work by the most power-
ful incentives. The calculation is that forty minutes per day de-
voted to systematic work upon the course presented will enable 
the average student to accomplish it within four years. The plan 
is thus adpated to make study habitual, and to direct it into the 
most healthful and profitable channels. This scheme should ar-
rest the attention of the educators of the country. The query 
arises whether under our National Bureau of Education it might 
not be practicable thus to organize, aid, and direct the whole in-
tellectual and moral force of the country that has passed beyond 
the direct influence of the schools. The question is certainly 
worthy of thoughtful consideration. Such an organization would 
become a National University indeed, all the more potent be-
cause sustained by the vuluntary pmver o£ a people thirsting ' for 
knowledge. .. 
REVIEWS. 
D nioirs tf"~l~rs " rangtrs, ,",c,..ii/is a r ,xpos;tion u nivtrullt dt Paris 
(r878) d ",is, t" ordrt par M IIf. dt Ba,l{1Jaur, Btrgtr, Brouard, Bu;sson, 
tl J:!tfodpn; avtc Jigurts;1 p/anc1us. Paris : Librair ;, Hac/utlt d cit 79, 
B~kl!ard S,!inl GtNfla", 79, r879· 
Such is the somewhat necessarily extensive title of a small-
sized octavo of vii+438 page,. The book is quite unique in its 
_ way, though admittedly suggested by a similar work issued by 
M. BuissQn after the Exposition at Pniladelphia. The compilers 
claim for the work only a comparative display of the methods 
followed and the results obtained, in the schools of different 
countries. With this object in view they claim to have purposely 
refrained' from selecting produ:tions exceptionally good, but 
, rather to have taken such as indicate most accurately the daily 
life of the 'school. A careful perusal of the work will surely ac-
complish one 'object aimed at in its preparati,on, viz. : that the 
reader form some idea of the advantages and disadvantages inci-
dent to ' tlie' various methods of primary instruction now em-
~loyed in different countries. As the work is intended for 
Frendi readerS, the necessity of translating many of the school 
ex~rcises into Fr~nch has led to a very serious difficulty in com-
paring 'the results of school work, but notwithstanding this glar--
ing defect, there is no question but that the book will be very 
useful to the thoughtful student in modes of instruction. 
Japan is , represented by three school compositions, three 
geometrical and one algebraic demonstration. The first two 
compositions were translated , from Japanese into French by M. 
Kouki-Rhichi, chief secretary of the Minister of Public Instruc-
tion. The first production is by a boy fourteen years old; sub-
ject: "It i~ · perseverance which makes great men." Done into 
English it .would be recognized as having emanated from an av-
erage American schoolboy, although the proverb he quotes,-
"A dog that barks does more good than a lion that sleeps"-in 
its Norman dress-hardly ranks with the terser Saxon that Young 
America might be familiar with, "A living d0g is better than a 
dead lion." The second production is entitled, "The maples 
at the end of Autumn." The author is a young lady of fourteen 
years, member of the Normal School at Tokio. This is more 
poetic, sentimental, gushing may be. Metaphors abound, and 
we notice that girlish nature in Japan is not essentially different 
from girlish nature in America. For instance: "Soon the sound 
of distant bells announces the close of the day ; the sun seems 
to bid us adieu as he disappears below the horizon; whilst in 
the opp?site quarter, the moon, mother of beauty, receives us 
with a smile, and through the opening vista of the wood bathes 
us in her sweet light;" 
The other production is written by a pupil of the school of 
foreign languages at Tokio. It is written in French by a young 
man seventeen years old, and is a very creditable school exer-
cise. The compilers of the book criticise the production in , only 
one place, where the young man seems to have used the wrong 
verb. 
The mathematical work is translated from -the Japanese and is 
by a boy of thirteen years. It is chiefly such work as would be 
required in the second year of the course in the Chicago High 
School, when the pupil is usually at least sixteen. Japan, go up I 
There follow exercises in both primary and secondary instruc-
tion culled from the manuscripts written in Portugal, Spain, 
Hungary, Luxembourg, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Canada, and 
the United States. The material from the Swiss and Belgic 
schools occupies nearly two thirds of the entire work, Belgium 
alone being allowed 165 pages of the book. The exercises 
selected are of almost every conceivable nature. Arithmetic 
figures extensively. 
Then we have Language less~ns of every description; letters, 
bills, ')rders, advertisements, poetic effusions (impromptu?) cer-
tificates of character, translations from various lang1lages, etc. 
Further, we find exercises in transposing music; grammatical 
analysis; pedagogical theses from normal students; exercises 
etymological, orthographical, orthoepical; geography, map-
drawing, history, dictation exercises, zoOlogy, ,chemistry, etc., 
etc. 
The United States are represented by material sent from 
Washington and Cincinnati, also by some material from the state 
of Wisconsin, and from the colored Normal School at Hampton, 
Virginia. 
The irrepressible typo or proof. reader succeeds in transform-
ing River Falls, Wis" into Fall Rivers and one cannot help re-
membering Johnny Crapellu's traditional translation of Milton's 
"Hail! Horrors!" by" Cumment VOltS puritZ-VUItS, les hurrcurs / " 
when he notes that Johnny's lineal descepdant. not to be out-
done, translates "Cheap John," of 946 Pa. ave., Washington, 
D. C., as Jean Gagne-Petit. 
On the whole the work is entertaining and instructive, and 
merits much more than this hastily written notIce. The thing 
which most especially attracts the attention of the American 
reader is the prominence given to the study of language. This 
is the work to which in, the contiilental schools everything else IS 
apparently made subordinate. Why is not the new departure for 
American schools here s:Jggested? Of what avail all the smat-
terings in the ologies now, provided in our high schools and 
academies; yes, and in our colleges and universities, if unaccom-
panied by a knowledge of the vernacular of the country? Let 
' us, at least in the high school, provide liberally for t~e ' stud~ ot 
English. ' 
FACETI}E. 
-When did the alp!,,\b!t lI:et into a row? When A bet, n fit, D cried, N 
raged, Q bit, and X pounded.- Turntr Falls NtpOrttr. 
-A memberoftbe rbetorical class in a certain college h \d justfiniabed ,hil 
declamation, wbel\ the profcs' t)r said : "Mr. --, do you suppose a general ' 
would address his soldier. in the manner in which you spoke that piece?" 
"Yes"Air, [ d"," wa~ the reply, "if he was half scared to death."-Boslon 
'C"'6~. 
------- - -
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The :Boat is Launched, but Where's the Shore? 
(Graduating-Song of the Class of .878, East Saginaw High School.) 
Miaa PHaas STaPHBlf8. . 'V. L. SMITH. 
- A'uiiUll~ "' __ . ~:::oJ\--"I-i'<-~ 
-, _,= .. + .. -~F~Jlj r JtF.1~::::,:=~p.$~ 
1. T~.night we part, our work is o'er We've built our bark with tedious care, 
2, Theboatislaunch'd,butwhere'stheshoref In af - toryoa1$ where shall weiand? 
3. AI-though the sea appears 50 clear, 'Vo know it can not al. ways.be-
4.0urboatislaunch'd,butwherc'stheshorc? Is it where there is death, or life ? 
~ ~. ~ ~. .. I ~ • ~ f'- .' If. .p. :1I-.t--~~~~. f :jII~:E't3?= -;::I---+-o-:~~:>-JS::::;=J 
-=4 ~~tl4 ; ~. ~ ~- 5+l=~ ~E23 
--. -tl~ - -l7-- tT-t;'-
~~. 5~~~ __ ditE==f-:t=(t&~f3 
tI tI .r,. 
'vet pleas-ant ~ere thOichou1'5 ofyoro, When each t~e Mh-er's task did share; 
'Vo know not, yet wc·n ply the oaf With faith-ful,watch.ful, hope.ful hand ; 
Clouds of · ten risc- to cause us fear, And make the fu - ture dim to see: 
We know not, yet we'll ply the oar, And pray that we may win the strife. 
_. '-'~i..i~ ·-If.~.'-fL"·" p---. :4:l~*-gq~ti( tl£Uj~ 
#==F1-~'~~~ . ~~q-r§ _~~ciiiH'f-~~-ijf~ {t.tf~ .. -~-!. fore us spreads life', o· pen.... We now must launch up·on its tide, 
;i~st":~ge::ha;~~::!v~~'doa~~'!':;, ~~ 5~~S u,::~r:- it: b:;~r::Wo~, 
To.night, wc leave the acenes of yore, And part from those we've learn'd to love, 
~. ..~.p. .-. ~ .... ~ . ~-Po m-~1=b6 E+$Et¥-d~~ ~ 
~ I :=lZiFft ~- ~~":'':'''±:}i::::;:,Jl ' :7-' : - .. ;.... ~~~-~.~:'3:I 
-,- --- ~  - .,;-,.-,.-".-.,- r::r-
And as we sail, our pray'rshall be, That Heav'n may ev - er be our guide. 
A pur· pose brings·our hearts delight1 Andgives \1S strength to on-ward steer. Thus may ONY' frag . ite bark be tossed, Our food hopea crush'd for·ev er· more. 
And though we meet on earth no more, We hope to join our hands a- bove. 
- ~~ .-.:~t:~ ~. -~¥!rW!l 
.j,/- ~V- 17 ~ • 
Copies of the above song have been asked for by subscribers, and we reo 
publish it by reqnest. Slips may be obtalDed post paid at one cent each, by 
addresssing the publishers of the WEEKLY. We have al60 a few copies left 
of "FU:4Jwell Classmates" wi),ich will be sent at the same rate. 
THE HIGHER SCHO@LS. 
THE movement maqe in fllinois, and attempted in other states, thus far without success, to abolish the normal schools, and the higher schools, 
and to pare down all appropriations for teachers, apparatus, and buildings, is 
one which the more thoughtful and far.seeing cannot afford to ignore. Gov. 
Robinson is a thoroughly honest man; bllt in proposing to cut down appro: 
priations for the higher schools and in his opposition to school buildings, on 
account of taxabon, he is prop~ug to save at the spigot and lose at the bung· 
hole. There may have been squandering and waste in some instances, but 
the Commonwealth owes to the common people the erection of school houses 
that shall be the pride of every district in which they are built, and in which 
there is an abiding and lasting influence on the minds of the generation whom 
they serve. Therefore, liberality in money and jill""' architectural work done 
by the state for the community should be encouraged. The state ought to 
set a noble example of the highest fOrD\ of taste and not spare money. 
The matter of buildings is, however, least important; far more important 
is the matter of teachers' salaries; and more important of all is the matter of 
theschoo~themaelv~. We ~notafford to dispense with the higlier school. 
and reduce state education to a mere teaching of a. b. abo 
In all forms of civic development it is Ihe class above that is the stimulus 
to the cla&s that is just below it. An observatory is built at Harvard or Cin-
cinnati. It will seem as though it were for the benefit only of a few i but it · 
is not. It will have a powerful influence in the firat place on school· masters 
and all men who love arithmetic and mathematics. In the next place, they 
being stimulated, that influence will be brought to beIlr on mechanics '-and 
merch~nts, in fact, on everyone, and these will distribute it all the way down 
through society. All education is permeative . The introduction of a bank 
or of a railroad into a town is better than the erection of half-a dozen secta-
rian churches. By their requirements they are continually enforcing on men 
lessons of importance in daily life. A man loses a tram if he does not go to 
the station in time-it teaches him punctuality, and it teach!!!; him method, in 
order to be punctual. The bank shuts at three o'clock; jf one does not pay 
promptly his bill will be dishonored-it teaches promptitude in pecuniary 
matters. These two things in themselves, a railroad and a bank, alter the 
whole of society in which they become educators. 
High schools, in a similar manner, affect the next grade of schools to 
them. They in time affect the next grade below them by imparting to them 
a power and vitality that they otherwise would not possess. So each grade 
ripens W the atmosphere of the grade above. We cannot make our common 
schools too good. There is nothing too good for the common people. They 
ought to be so good that no higher school should be able to flourish within_a 
day's journey of one. They ought to be so good, no matter how rich a man 
may be, that he cannot afford to send his son to a private school. ....,.Chr;stian 
u"ion. 
AGES OF SOME NOTED AUTHORS. 
The following' table 'gives a list of sixty well ·known living authors. The 
figures may not be absolutely accurate in ev,ery case, but they are substan· 
tially so: 
Jacob Abbott . . . 
Edmond About • . 
William T. Adams . 
A. B. Alcott .. '. . 
T. B. Aldrich . . . 
Berthold Auerbach . . 
George Bancroft. . 
Robert Browning .. 
Carlyle ..•. 
S. L. Clemens. . 
G. W. Curtis.. . 
R. H. Dana ... 
Darwin •.... 
Disraeli . • . . ' .. 
Hepworth Dixon • . 
J. W. Draper. . . 
Emerson .. . . . 
J. A. Froude .. . . 
'W. E. Gladstone . . 
AsaGray .. . 
Bret Harte . . . 
J. G. Holland. 
Dr. Holmes . . . 
Julia Ward Howe .. 
Thomas Hughes . .. 
Victor Hugo . • 
G. H. Lewes .. 
T. H. Huxley . . 
George Eliot: . . 
Longfellow. . 
· 75 1 Benson J. Lossing .. 
· 50 Herman Melville . . 
· 56 Donald G. Mitchell . 
· 79 1 Max Muller. . 
· 42 John G. Palfrey 
· 6b James Parton . • 
· 78 Mayne Reid .. 
. 66 Renan •.•.. 
. 83 Ruskin .. • . 
· 43 John G. Sa1<e .. 
· -54 Mrs. Stowe . . 
· 91 Tennyson... . 
· 691 Anthony Trollope . . 
· 73 Whittier . . . . . . 
· 57 F. W. Newman .. . 
· 671 J. H. Newman .. 
· 75 Charles Reade. . 
· 60 Wilkie Collins. . 
· 69 1 A. C. Swinburn . 
· 68 Wm. Morris. • . 
· 39 1 E. C. Steadman .. 
: 59 Edgar Fawcett . . 
· 691 Thomas Hardy .. 
• 59 Wm. Black. . . 
" . 551 M. F. Tupper . . 
· . 76 C. D. Warner . • 
· . 61 W. D. Howells . . 
· . 53 Miss Alcott. . . 
· 581 Miss E . S. Phelps 
• 71 . 
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It is a&reed that th.e state should provide for every child a good education 
in the branches prescribed by the school law. So much, at least, the state 
must do for it§ own prosperity and perpetuity. This being granted, it follow s 
that the education must be intelligently and economically given. The state 
should not, by its own fault, allow the children to pass out from its "chools 
without doing its part of'the work well. It does not d~ its plain duty unless 
it supplies good instruction. It should not expect the childr!!n to .be five 
years in doing what they can do in three. It should not w' te the people's 
money in giving them poor instruction whe'n it can supply good instruction. ' 
In short, its own interests, the welfare of the children; demand efficient work 
in the common schools, the only hope ~f the people for the education of their 
children. And since the merit of our schools depends more upon the charac. 
ter of the instruction given than upon everything else, it follows that the state 
must see that good teachers are provided. 
It may be said that the supply of teachers ~ come from schools of higher 
grade already established. The experience of the nations in both the Old 
Wodd and the New is opposed to this. In the most intelligent 'countries of 
Europe it is a part of their system not only to provide normal schools, but to 
allow no one to enter the pubhc schools as a teacher until he has taken his 
sPecial course in o-ne of them. Within forty years the progressive people in 
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ilhis country have demanded better instruction for their children, and special 
,schools- for teachers have been established. School off}cers in the best schools 
ver.i rarely employ teachers who have not, by a special preparation or previ -
OUS experience, shown a fitness to teach. If they have had special Itudy, it 
has been taken in a normal school ; if they have had previous experience, it 
has been gained at the expense of some other school, generally a school in a 
conntry district. 
. 'Fhis action of the people is a recognition of the value of the work of ed-
ucation. It is surely as responSIble a·task to develop the mind, to suppress 
its vicious tendencies, to strengthen the good, to train up from the boy or 
&iTl the useful citizen and noble man or woman, as is .,ny other calling. 
There are (ew positions that'require better knowledge or greater versatility of 
went and variety of resource than that of the teacher. Yet it seems to be 
taken for grallted that the same preparation which is necessary for the com-
mon duties of life is sufficient for this also. No one would say that because 
a young man IS a graduate of a good common school or even a high school, 
he is .prepared to prescribe for a sick child or conduct a case in court. There 
are many of the more common occupations of life in which he would not be 
employed without having served an apprenticeship. 
The common schools are established for instruction in those things which 
,an intelligent people should know. They are not intended to educate for 
medicine, law, or any other special calling. They assist their pupils to much 
which the teacher needs, just as they help the future minister Or farmer ; but 
t here are many very important things which they all must know if they would 
be successful, which these schools cannot supply.-Frol1l Prof·.s:. H. White's 
last }tnnual Report. 
ROUGH ON THE BOSTON SCHOOLS. 
The public schools of Boston are carried on without regard to expense, and 
are pointed out· as models to all the rest of the union. A closer investigation, 
however, fails to sustain this reputation. According to the Boston Advertistr, 
a law firm of that city, wanting an office.boy not less that 14 years of age, 
opened a ch ~nce (or competition among the· boys in school of the proper age. 
Out of 40 competitors, they reported as follows: All wrote poorly. All mis-
spelt many common words of two syllables, and the proper use of capitals was 
unknown to them. None could tell what was the capital of the state of New 
York. The brightest only were examined farther, and none could reckon 
interest on $100 at a given per cent. But few of them could multiply correct-
ly 15 by 71. In s.ubtraction and division they were equally i mperfect, and 
in fractions one and all totally failed. These were all bright boys of their 
age, and more than average representatives o( their classes. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
FREE HIGH SCHOOL IN MAINE. 
To thl Editors of tlu Weekly : . 
Yes, "Maine has a prohibitory la."', and now the free high school is abolished 
in that state." Maine has a prohibitory law that is effectual, only requiring a 
little more effort on the part of the people-to handle the demon rum. It has 
abolished free high schools as regards state support, and ought to unless a 
better .system can be adopted to carry out the work. 
Maine is far behind in its educatio.nal work, its system is poor, and the 
greater part of its country schools are poorly managed, much more so than 
our sister states in the West ; but it did take a step ahead when it abolished 
its free high scboollaw. It was a law that favored the cities and large villages, 
a few academies, and the large and well-convened districts tbat chose to take 
this aid, at the expense of the poorer c1asses:whose children' were starving for 
education. Is that free high schools? There are many, who have not un-
derstood the Maine free high school law, that have censured the state since 
the law was abolished. The substance.of the law was: Tn any town or dis-
trict that will raise a sum of money for the support of a free high school, the 
. state will furnish an equal sum, provided it does not exceed $500; to be ex-
pended, etc. From a little over 800 towns and p!antations, and over 5,000 
districts, there were only 150 f ret high schools last year, i. e., that received 
aid from the state; about 100 of which were towns, mostly cities and large 
villages" and the remaining 50 districts. 
All scholars outside of these, although supported in part by their parents, 
must·pay a tuition. The foll,"ying is taken from t~e State ~uperintendent's 
report for 1878: "Total ampunt expended ~or f mstru9tion in the free high 
school, '106,557.67; Amount provided by towns or dIstricts for the I Uppott 
of same, $78,903.47. ' Amount unexpended from last year, $4,246.42. Amount 
received from tuition, $1,978.71 . Amou"t paid from State Treasury, $35.-
827.86." 
It will be seen from the above that the state has paid ~ large portion of the 
free high school expenses, while only an average of a little over 9,000 scholars 
in the state have received any benefit from them ; and since it is the Jarge and 
wealthy places that have had the benefit of the law, comparatively few of the 
needy have been helped except at the double e'xpense of both ta,,' and tuition . 
The cities and large villages brought it into action 'and have defended it 
for their own selfish motives, regardless of the poor in the farming commu-
nities. 
Not a dlst.rict, town, or city, is deprived of a free high school, but they must 
support it themselves. Every town is obliged to raise 80 cents to every in· 
habitant for free public schools and as much more as th~y please . . 
Some of the districts that have raised money for free high schools have 
done so to get back their part of the tax ; whil~ many of those men were 
struggling along with two or three years' heavy town tax unpaid, and no way 
to pay it, so their land has been sold for taxes. Is that free high school? 
I am decidedly in favor of free high schools, supported by the people in 
proportion to their wealth and free to rich and poor alike, for then the poor 
man can live; ~ut if they are to be supported by the state in part or wholly 
every pupil should have free access to them. 
Our legislators . have spent many days quarrel' nl!" over useless matter, and 
have done very little for the good of the schools for the past few years; but 
praise be to the one that abolished a' law so unequal in its aid to the people. 
Maine deserves to be criticised for the slackness and tardiness of its public 
school work, which is due to the many incompetent persons trusted with the 
care of its ~ork, and must exist the same until a better system is brought 
about. I sincerely hope the legislators of Maine will soon leave off so much 
spouting about technicalities of the existing law; and open a better field for 
the education of its people, thereby placing this important work in the hands 
of those wbo are competent to carry it into aClion; but let no one say they 
acted wrong when they abolished the free high school law. 
C. H . T . ATWOOD, 
EM BODEN, ME., April 24, .1879. 
Chairman of Supt. l:ichool Com. 
ETYMOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS; 
To tlu Editors of the Weellly .-
I share to lOme extent the delicate criticism, in your issue of the 24th, (if I 
mistake not its import) upon the "Notes" to the Chicago Teachers, concern_ 
ing the ~'Study of Words." The extent and value of the information to be 
derived from tracing the etymology of words cannot be overestimated. The 
learned Canon Farrar says, that "tlu study 'of words initiates us into the pro-
foundest mysteries of the human understanding . It is ihe founlation of all 
metaphysics." Still it is a study fr.rught with danger to the novice, from the 
many chance resemblances in the forms of words, and the deceptive analogies 
which will often fail to be recognized. I was present, a f~w months since, at 
a lecture given by an educational tramp, to a class of teachers, upon the sub-
ject of etymology, who "planted the root bar" and sprouted from it a great 
variety of words, among the rest the word barn, reasoning that bar meant a 
protection, and a barn was a protection for grain! If he had had no other 
authority, he might have consulted Webster and learned that "barn" is de-
rived from the Anglo Saxon .:ere·aern, ;. barley-house, while bar is from the 
Old English barre, the branch of a tree. So in the" Notel'," the etymology 
of "bulfetjl~," while it has the sanction of Brande as quoted by Worcester, 
seems to me inferior to the !Dore characteristic derivation from ''jIMltetjly,'' 
which has latterly' been accepted. 
I do not write t~is note however for t,he purpose Of criticism, but to s,,"est 
that, (or both teachers and pupils i~ ali our public schools, a wide and profit-
able fi~ld is open, i n tracing and fixing the etymology of tlie Names of Places, . 
especially those of our own country. Many o( them are of aboriginal origin, 
and their significance will become less easy of determination year by year. 
Such names as Michigan, Erie, Ontario, Niagara, Illinois, Chicago, etc., are 
all significant, while the names Montreal, Detroit,-~t. LoUIS, etc., which the 
Jesuit Fathers left .us, and the names Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more, New Orleans, have a historical sigmficance which is interesting and 
instructive. I should be glad to see in your joumal a column devoted to the 
ety",:,ology of the: "Nam4s of Pia us." " s. 
We tr.ust our esteemed correspondent will furnish other notes 
~ilJli1ar to t?e above. The iubject is oile of great interest to stu-
dents.-EDS. 
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Practical Department. 
PRIMARY WRITING. 
By PRISM. 
IT is necessary first to classify the p~pils ac~ording to thei~ ab~l­ity to handle a pencil. Some WIll help themselves, WIll hs-
ten to your words and obey directions without being watched; 
others must be lifted over and piloted, through difficulties all the 
way. This distinction shows itself very early in little children 
and we might as well take advantage of it, letting the indepen-
dent ones work for themselves, and using the time; gained with 
'the less able ones. 
Holding the Pencit. The only rule I ever made about hold-
ing the pencil was that it must be held by the thumb ~d second 
finger with the fore-finger resting lightly on the pencil. As they 
become accustomed to handling it, the pencil will become adjust-
ed to their hand. It is useless to demand that eV,ery two shall 
hold it alike. No two have hands or dispositions alike, and both 
have much to do with the manner in which tools are handled. 
Position. Have the children turn the right side to the desk 
so that the right arm may have a support to the elbow; the upper 
edge of the slate parallel with the side of the desk. 
To Begin. On' the blackboard write the word slowly, describ-
ing the direction 'of each line, the pupils 'making similar. lines on 
their slates. I w9uld ~y here that boy or. box- will be the most 
successful words to begin with. They are short, have a familiar 
meaning, and have, when written, a distinct, easily recognized 
form. The letters are not alike, the tall b, the round 0, and the 
crossed x are attractive forms. 
Have them follow you in this way a number of times, erasing 
each copy as they begin the next, or they will copy their first 
efforts instead of 'your hand. After a few trials you will find 
quite a number who follow you readily ; these will soon learn 
the word and may practice it while you give your attention , to 
the backward ones. Seat these as near the board as you can, so 
that you may watch them carefully; now begin the word again 
very slOWly, seeing who follows you, who not, and why. When 
you make the up·stroke of the b, they may make a d,own stroke; 
when you turn to the left at the top of the b, they may turn to 
the right. This is a common error even with larger children. 
All this will take much J'fatching, care, and patience, but with 
care little children improve so rapidly ,and visibly that every 
word, every stroke, is rewarded immediately. ,My object in tak-
ing the whol~ word first, is to .sift the room and separate those 
'w~o can take the word as a whole fro~-those who c~nnot. 
Never, under ' any circumstances, yield to the temptation to , 
hold the pupil's hand ,to guide it. That practice destroys his re-
liance on his own muscles. And whatever tends to weaken self-
reliance,-physical, mental, or mo~al-is pernicious. A Dluch 
better method in spedal work is to make a dot on tqe slate, 
'show.ing the pupil where to start from, then hold your pencil on 
, the point to where he must move his. When he has reach~ that 
point move yours to the next point, and so on, indicatin'g ahead 
through the whole word. Another method is to write the word 
faintly, and let the pupil trace it. care must be taken' that the ' 
cnmi follows the right directIon of the lines as well as deepening 
them. , 
" After ~he children can follow you ~ore readily, you may rule 
the slates, taking pains to have the lines true. -I have always 
worked successfully with sets of four lines, leaving a , spa~e be-
tween the sets equ!11 to the length of a y_ Then drawing four 
lines upon the board, proceed as at first, using the lines and 
writing the same words you have been working with, As before, 
you will find some who will readily sec what you wish them to 
do, while <?thers will need special drilling. 
No writing lesson should exceed fifteen minutes, and four short 
lessons are better than one long one. 
;{; the <;hildren in the First Grade work so much with slate and 
pencil, I always found it pay to have a great many general exer-
cises., Every thing the little ones do should be under supervi-
sion, although it is just as well they are not conscious of it. They 
should be allowed to do without present direction only those 
things they have learned to do. I worked with a school of sixty 
pupils three months in reading, writing, and numbers without 
dividing them into the ordinary four classes, and with the best , 
results. ' This plan could not be used by all teachers, as we can 
not all work alike, but I found it saved in not having so many 
errors to correct, so many habits to alter, so much to unlearn, 
which last is' a greater part of the teacher's work than is generally 
realized. 
QUERY. 
I unde.rstand there are four verbs in the English language 
ending in cud. Exceed, succeed, and proceed are three of 
them; will anyone tell me the fourth j> 
Is this right: 
THE LITERARY PUZZLE. 
"With lily pads the oars are tangling, 
With eager hands the blossoms angling, 
Each shouts, "Away dull care, begone," 
And Echo answers "gone." " 
Next to that of assembling children too. early, the practice of 
keeping them after school is the most pernicious. It has a bad 
influence on the character of both pupils and teachers, inasmuch 
as it fosters indisposition and inability to do the day's work in 
the proper and allotted time. Children ha,bitually detained ac-
tually cannot at last do their work in the regular hours of school, 
an,<:l teachers who indulge themselves in the habit of dilly-dally-
ing, instead of concentrating their efforts, accelerating their 
movements, and improving their methods, exhibit in the end re-
suhs as inferior in quality as their work is spun out and attenu-
ated. We have known a few good teachers who kept scholars 
after school, bllt we never knew a'bad one that didn't. 
With earnestness of heart and sincerity of purpose we advise 
teachers not to resort to the following subterfuges for corporal ' 
punishment. If children are to be punished 17{ it be done in a 
regular manly or womanly way. The foll?,wing are the objec-
tionable mefhods: 
I. Tying a soiled towel over the mouths of children; 
2. Using a wooden gag; 
3. Stopping whispering with sticking~plaster ; 
4. Making one child chew all the gum ,confi.scated from all 
the children during the week; 
. 5. Lighting a match under a child's nose that he may have a, 
foretasfe of the hereafter. 
No school-room should be without a program. Nor is a .paper 
program sufficient. It should be written or printed' on the black-
board in a conspicuous place for the benefit of the pupils, of vis-
itors, of the regUlar teacher, and especially 'of 'the substitute in 
city scnools when it is I?-ecessary to call one ,in. '" , 
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Young teachers should be kept primed in the hints of superin-
tendents and other experienced educators. Though these hints 
appear stale and common-place to the older hands, they are a 
source of strength and inspiration to the new ones. In our early 
experience no one thing helped us so much as .Mr. Pickard's 
farewell to the teachers of Wisconsin, under the title, "Ayoid 
Extremes. " . But to be of value such hints should be practical 
and the methods suggested by th~m practicable. We doubt the 
availability of the suggestion to pupils to avoid "idle vacuity of 
'thought. " 
Nothing is more demoralizing than the habit indulged in some 
districts of children's assembling on the school premises at an 
unseasonably early hour. Compared with the evils arising out 
_ oC this practice, tardiness is a positive boon. The administra-
tion that tolerates such a<;sembling is a weak and negligent one. 
Except 'in sparsely settled neighborhoods, children who reach 
the school-house earlier than ten minutes befqre school time 
' should be sent home and told to go to bed. 
SOME PECULIARITIES OF ROOTS AND POWERS AND SHORT 
METHODS OF SQUARING NUMBERS. 
J. F. LANNING, NEW LONDON, OHIO. 
I. The squares of all number.. will have as many terminal figures alike as 
there are like terminal figures in the roots. Thus 16, 36, and 186 wjll have 
one terminal figure the same in their squares. 227, 827, and 927 will have 
two terminal figures in their squares the same, and so on. 
2. The squares of any two numbers will have as many terminal figures 
alike as ther~ are ciphers at the right of the numbers when added or sub-
tracted, or places consisting of a 5 followed by ciphers; thus, when the sum 
or difference of the roots has one cipher at the right, as 16 and 14, or 127 
and 463, the squares will have one terminal figure the same. When the sum 
or difference has 00 or 50 at the right, as 132 and 118, 181 and 131, 176 and 
324, they will have two the same. When 000 or 500, three the same, and so 
on. 
3. The squares of any series of numbers whose common difference is 10, 
as I, 11,21, or 2, 1.,22, etc., will have for a second figure the second figure 
of the square of the preceding term, plus twice the last figure of the root. 
Thus the squares of II and 21 have fO~l second figure 2 and 4; of 33,43, 
'and 53, bave 8, 4, and o. 
4. The squares of any series of numbers whose common difference is 100, 
will have their third figure increased in like manner. Those having a com-
mon difference of 1000, the fourth figure, and so on ad infinitum. 
5. The difference of the squares of any two .consecutive numbers is equal 
to the sum of the numbers. 
6. The difference of the squares of any two numbers is equal to the pro-
duet of their sum and difference. 
7. Any number plus its square is an even number. 
8. Any power ending with 5 is divisible by 25. 
9. Any odd square minus I is divisible by 8. -
10. If a perfect square be divided by 5 the remainder will be 0, I, or 4. 
II. If any perfect power is divisible by a prime number its root will be di· 
visible by the same number. 
12. The square of any number is equal to the product of any two numbers 
of which it is the mean plus the $quare of the common difference; thus 36-
=42X3o+6'~ 
HOW TO SQUARE SMALL NUMnERS READILY. 
The last principle expressed algebraically, representing the extremes by a 
and 6 and the common difference by d, would be n'=a6+t!'. 
Now when we wish to square any number we make one term of our series 
a convenie.nt multiplier, as 10, or 100, and perform the operation very readily; 
thus to sq)lare 94, make the terms 88 and 100, and we bave 8800+6"=8836. 
When 100 is chosen we only need to prefix to the teils and units of d" the 
other term, adding in the hundreds of tI' should there be any; thus; 112'= 
440 the tens and units of 12', with 124, the other term plus I, prefixed, 12544-
We may also choose for one extreme some number which by being multi-
plied.or divided will produce a convenient multiplier; thus to square 47, take 
50X4j+3'=47'· Mnltiplying 50 by 2 and dividing 44 by 2 we will have 
47'=IOOX22+3'=2309. Hen'ce we may make one extreme 50 and annex 
to tI' as before one·half of the other extreme. 'We may also make one ex-
treme 25 and annex to tI' one-fourth of the other extreme, and so on in many 
ways, and may also use 500 or 1,000, etc., for extremes, when the number to 
be squared approaches those numbers. In squaring numbers like 193 we 
may take 200 and 186 for extremes, then performing the reverse operation on 
each make theni 100 and 372, prefixing to d, 'twice the other extreme. 
In most cases where the number is less than 100 we may make one ex-
treme 50 and perform the operation very readily as follows: 
From our formula n'=a6+t!', if we take 50 for the greater extreme a, 6 
will be: ,,-(50-") and hence we will have for our formula by substitution 
n'=so["-(50-")]+t!' from which "'=5o(2"-So)+t!'; "'=100("-25)+ 
tI'. Therefore, to square any such number we only need to annex to tI' the 
number less 25; thus,44'=6'=36 with 44-25=19 annexed, 1936; and 66' 
=16' with 66-25=41 annexed. 
It will be observed that when one extreme is even the other will be evell 
also, and we may annex one-half of twice the number minus 50 instead of 
the number less 25. Numbers greater than 100 may be squared by annexing 
to the three terminal figures of tI', n-250; thus 488'=12' with 488-250 
annexed, 238,144. . 
The same method may be adapted to many other cases, which for lack of 
space we cannot here develop. 
A CORRECTION AND TWO PROBLEMS. 
10 tIlt Editors of tIlt W"kly : ... 
In printing the answer to X Y Z's Problem two mistakes were made, viz. : 
In the first form of the general formula, the first term of the denominator has 
no numerator expressed where it requires a numerator of I, and the a in the 
denominator of next to the last form of the general formula is r. Please cor. 
rect, and ohlige. 
Here is a preUy little problem for beginners in algebra which came to my 
mind a short time since. 
Prove that, in general, a mean proportional between any two positive num· 
bers is less than their average, or half sum. 
Very Respectfully, A. E. HAYNES. 
HILLSDALE COLL~GE, MICH., April 25, 1879. 
P. S.-PROBLEM 2.-Prove that the maximum product which can be 
formed by dividing any number (x) into two parts and-multiplying them to-
gether is the square of half the given number. A. E. H. 
ONLY THINK OF IT! 
To tIlt Editors of th, W"k(v .-
What do you think of tbe modern syntax that forbids the use of the pa.~t­
participle with "being"? We are told that we must not say "the house is be-
ing built;" the proper phrase is, "the house is building." Take this sen-
tence from Dr. Taylor Lewis' Essay in the .Prin,,/on RroitW for March; 
speaking of the "divine right of kings," he says: "It is fa.~t being. rooted up." 
Suppose we reform it thus: "It IS fast rooting up !" How do you like tbat? 
Picture to yourself "the divine right of kings," e",aged in "rooting up '" 
. Rooting up what? I pause for a reply? C. W. L. 
THE INFINITIVE IS INFINITE. 
To th, Edi/ors 0, th, W"kty: 
Will you, or the person who gave the ' "seventeen con~tructions of the in-
infinitive" in No. 104, please state the reasons of the use of "10 plav" both os 
a nominative and an adjective in the scntence, "A desire 10 "play is natural." 
Also oblige us and the many readers of this valuable paper, by analyzing and 
parsing "to r""d," in the sentence, "I bought a book for .John 10 .. ,ad," and 
also "to appear" in the sentence, "A desire to seem 10 aPl,ar well is natural." 
In doing this you will favor, J. T. L. 
-Here is a good sentence to test a pupil's knowledge of punctuation, and 
also show the necessity of learning how to punctuate and arrange a sentence 
properly. A recent advertisement contains the following: "If the gentleman 
who keeps the shoe store with a red head will return tbe umbrella of a young 
lady with whalebone ribs and an iron handle to the slate-roofed grocer's shop, 
he will hear of something to his advantage, as the same is a gift of a deceated 
mother now no more with tpe name e~ved upon it," 
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THE STATES. 
WISCONSIN.-Kenosha county has no free high school and the Ttlegrap" 
puts in a strong plea for the establishment of one in ' each town, because so 
many of the boy. and girls are going away from home to school and so many 
more are kept at home by poverty or youth. The argument is good either 
way. 
Rev. Geo. M. Steele, D. D., has resigned the presidency of Lawrence Uni-
versity and accepted a like position in the Wilbraham Academy in Massachu-
setts. Appleton and the old school will greatly miss the good doctor's genial 
face and kindly words. Some outsiders wonder if the Doctor's recent aspira-
tions for greenback congressional honors, a la De La Maly ... had anything to 
do with his change of place. 
The senior class of Milton College dug a hole to put their class tree in last 
week and left it unguarded over night and the Juniors set out a railroad tie in 
it, adorned with a chlU'coal cartoon of the class of 1879. Next morning they 
added insult to injury by getting a photographer to make a ~tereoscol'ic view Of 
the crowded campus in order to hand down the' joke to coming classeo as a 
warning. . 
If you want anything done -up in style. get a Milwaukee District school to ' 
undertake it. The Third h~ld a sociable the other night and cleared $140, 
besides taking up for the poor more basketfulls than ever they did in Bible 
times. The money goes for the adornment of the school rooms. 
Beloit College has adopted a pian for ornamenting the campus with trees and 
shrubbery. The author of !he plan, J. C. Plumb, of Milton, is to do a like 
work for the gronds of the River Falls Normal S~ooI. We hope Mr. Plumb 
wil\ be kept constantly at this work until every high"r ~nstitution of learning in 
the state has its grounds in the best possibie shape: The usual hap-hazard 
way of ornamenting school grounds is only better than doing nothing. 
At the close of the school last term in La Crbsse, the Board of Education 
appointed a committee of three citiz~ns to attend the examinations in every , 
district school in the city ~d in the high school. These committees did their 
,!ork faithfully aod we have before us their reports to the Board ; the names 
of the members are sufficient warrallt for the reliability of the statements made. 
These reports are excellent reading for all interested in school work and th~ir 
existence proves the interest that city takes in her schools. At anOlher time ' 
we hope to make sODle exfrilcts to show the quality of the inspection and the 
way they took hold of the knotty points in the problem of public school work. 
The following explains itself,~requuS(at in pau : . 
IN il.MORIAM-STARR . 
At a meetina or the racolty or the Statc.NormaLS.cbool, Whitewater, held Friday, April 
IS, r819. the following preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted: 
WHIlRBAS, The Ho~. Wm. ~tarr. of Ripon , on the 18th iMt., passed from this life into 
the life that remaineth ; and, 
WHBR.AS, He, for many years, was the honored and Itonorable PCe5idenl of the Board 
of .RcaeDta of Normal Schools; and, • 
WHU BAS, Through his many yeara of valuable Acrvice to the cause of education, he 
lOuaht no selfish cnds : aud, . -
WHUB4S, In our officlal u well as lOCiai relationa, we have always found hi~ a kind, 
~courteou" and firm friend ; therefore, 
R"DI(I,tI, That ia hi. deatb, we recognize the loal of a n eminent c itizen, an upright man, 
and an able friend or education. 
Rll olwtl, That tbe Normal Schoo~, by hia death, lose ODe .f their ablest managen and! 
moa,' efficient oupporten. (~ 
RIIDlfllti, That we tender to b.ls .urviviD& family our heartfelt .ympatby iD thi. hour of 
their o.,erwhelmiDg crier, and aDure them that, knowiDe what we have'loat, we can tbe more 
k~y appreciate bow Irrreparable II the lou in bls own houaehold. 
RlSo/vetl, That a·copy of this preamble and resolutions be sent to his family and Curnlshed 
to the press for publication, as at least a slight testimonial of our sense of the g reat blow 
tha t so many interests have suffered in the death of our friend, counselor , and supporter, 
W , S, J OH NS'ON , Secretary. 
J- W . STEARNS, President. 
MINNESOTA.-At tbe late term examination in Winona. a very successful 
scbeme was de, igned and carrier1 out by Supt. Shepard. Several committee, 
were selected from the most intelligent citizens, and to each committee waa 
assigned one special line of studies running from the primary departments to 
the high school. By this means the parents were both interested and inform-
ed, and the results of the examination were highly satisfactory. The Daily 
Republttan reviews the facts and eloquently comments upon them. In con-
clusion it says: 
" And now, a few words as to the reoults which those examinations have 
deveolllped. They may be summed up as on the whole highly satisfactory . 
They have vmdicated the wisdom of the plan itself and they will lead to the 
demand that it shall in future be substituted for those which strongly savor of 
a dress parade. They suggest that the concern of parents for the hignest 
good of their children should be paramount to all other human consideratlons; 
that since the welfare of society depends upon the morality and intelligence 
of the people, good schools are indispensable to prepare the young for suc-
essful lives. for the faithful performance of their duties in the hume, in the 
primary meeting, at the ballot box. in the. market place, and the workshop, 
in the halls of legislation where purity. patriotism, and justice should prevail 
over corrruption, partisanship. and wrong, and on the tented field where in 
the last resort free government itself is to be defended and preserved. They 
have emphasized the convictioo that good schools can be maintained only 
through able supervision and skilled teachers. If we mistake not, they have 
so aroused public opinion that it will not long countenance any change of 
policy or plan which threatens to impair the efficiency or imperil the best in-
terests of the schools. While the strictest economy should be insisted upon , 
yet that spirit of parsimony which would deny them anything that is reasona, 
bly necessary to increase their value should, and we believe will, be indignantly 
repudiated by our citizens as prejudicial to the best interests and the fair fame 
of our city and hostile to the best tendencies of the age. ' 
"We have every assurance in the results of these examinations that our pub. 
lic schools were never in a stronger or better condition ; that rarely has a 
more failhful or skillful class of teachers, with few exceptions. been gathered 
together, and that the system as a whole is eminently worthy of the confidence 
and support of the people. Let the visitations of the sch'lols by the parents 
be frequent. Let a more familiar acquaintance with the officers, teachers. and 
their work be cultivated, and there will be room for few complaints, while 
there will be that hearty and united support which is reaUy indispensable to 
their highest success." 
OHIO_-The Thirtieth Annual Meeting of the OhIO Teachers' Association 
will be held at Cleveland, July I, 2, and 3. 1879. 
'Superintendents' Section.-Tuesday, yuly r, 9A. M. :-President's lnau-
·gural, Supt. Wm. Richardson, Chillicothe ; Science in the Public Schools, 
Prof. A. H . Tuttle, Ohio State UniV'l;,.rsity ; Discussion opened by Supt. J . P _ 
Patterson, Washington C. H. 2:30 P. M. What shall be the Minimum oc· 
School Age? Principal M. S. Turrill, Cincinnati. Discussion opened by 
Supt. W. R . Wean, Wellington. Lessons from the Hinsdale-Rickoff Discus· 
sion, Hon. W. D. Henkle, Editor of Ohio Educational Monthly. Salem. 
Discussion opened \'y Hon. T . W . Harvey, Painesville . 
Wednesday, yuly 2, 9 A. M. General Association. Presid~nt's Inaugu-
·ral, Supt. E . A Jone,. Massillon ; Discussion opened by Supt. A. B. John-
son. Avondale ; Clas,ics in the Public Schools , Prof. Judson Smith. D : D ., 
Oberlin ; Discussion op! ned by Prin: ip~l E. W_ Coy. Cincin;'ati. 3 P. M.' 
Annual Address , D. H. Moore,- D. D., Cincinnati. 
n"rsday, :July 3 , 9 A. M. German in the Public Schools, Alston Ellis. 
Columbus; Discussion opened by L . R _ Klemm, Supt. of German, Cleveland; 
Are All C asses Equally entitled to Education and Culture in the Schools? 
Prof. D . F DeWolf, Hudson; Disc,!ssion opened by Principal A. J . Michael, 
Youngstown; Rep 1rt of Ungraded -School Section ; Election of Officers, etc. 
P"pers limited to 30 minutes ; Discussions limited t6 15 minutes. Hotel 
rates: Kennard, Forest City. Weddell, $z per da):./ American and otii~riI, 
$1.50. Railroad Rate, :-Oa most roads full fare' going; 1 cent per mile re-
turning. Reduced rates only to those presenting Membership Tickets. 
ILLINOIS.-E. S. Wilcox publishes io the Saturday Even;n/{ Call; of 
Peoria, ao extended criticism of a "composition" handed in for examination 
-by one of his pupils. · It shows a familiarity with the rules of rhetoric, and 
an ability to give thorough instruction in this important subject. 
. The program and course of study for the normal institute "to be held under 
the: auspices of the Monroe County Teachers' Association, in Colombia ha s 
come to hand thb week. The Institute will opeo Monday, T uly I I, 1879-: and 
' cootinue four weeks. The executive committee consist of I . H. Brown aod 
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F. Bergener. Columbia. and M. M. Gray. Merrimac Point. W. H. Hilyard. 
county superintendent. announces an examination of teachers immediately 
after the Close of the institute, at wbich credit will be given upon ·certificates. 
for attendance at tbe· institute. 
New circulars are at hand this week from two county superintendents-Mrs. 
Carpenter. of Wmnebago. and R. Williams. of LaSalle-relating to the edu· 
cational exhibit to be made at the next county fair. The Second National 
Bank of Rockford.offers a very generous premium-Kendall's Lunar Telluric 
Globe. price $30. Mrs, Carpenter wishes the work on or before the first 
day of August. Mr. Williams asks that ,,:11 contributions to the LaSalle 
county . exhibit be sent him by September I. He specially recommends the 
Compara#vt Eramination Paptr and "Library Binder" furnished by the 
publishers of the WEEKLY. . 
The Peoria County Normal School seem. doomed to a state ,?f inefficiency. 
With the niggardly appropriation of only $3.000 for teachers' salaries. it is 
. simply impossible to maintain the present standard of the schoo!. Yet this 
is tile amount which the granger members of the Board of Supervisors said 
should be the limit May I. The city members of the Board and three ·or four 
from the country did what they could to save the institution. but they labored 
in vain. The Principal. Prof. S. H. White. who has. been receiving $1.800 
during the past year; is to be paid (or is offered) only $1.400; his first assist-
ant '700. second assistant $500. and third assistant $400. The whole $3.000 
is no more than Prof. White himself ought to be paid. and we hope he will 
not be permitted to labor .another year for such inadequate compensation. . 
Elmwood.-During the last few months, the following questions have been 
discussed in our High Scb,~I: "C,n tbe civilized nations of the present 
consistently adopt crematioll as a way of dIsposing of human bodies?" "Rt-
soMd. iliat Chinese cheap labor sbould be ab~lished." "Rtsolvtd. that sex 
should be no bar to suffrage." "Rtsolvtd,that the eastern part of the U. S. 
is better adapted to develop the mind than the western." "Rtsolvtd. that birth 
not education. develop; character." .. Rtsolvtd. that a vegetable diet is the 
beat for the health of civilized man." .. R-solvtd. that Canada ought to be 
annexed to the U. S." .. Rtsolvtd. that Hayes' Southern Policy is .the best 
that can be offered:" .. Rtsolvtd! that America is better adapted to develop 
the mind than Europe." "Rtsolvtd. that none but American. born citizens 
should be allowed the right of suffrage." "Are tramps a necessity of the 
times?" "Is a protective tanff necessary to encourage home manufacture?" 
1lhese questions were all suggested by the pupils and are given in their Ian. 
guage. Forty.eight attempts at public speaking have been made in their dis-
cussion. and our pupils have grown very rapidly in the ability to talk before 
an audience without embarrassment. Besides the debates. we have had liter-
ary programs that have called in paren15 and citizens enough to fill the High 
Schoo). room quite full on almost every Friday afternoon during the . winter. 
neol')' is not so good as practitt. and I want to say in favor of the latter. 
that we have gained greatly in the ability to discuss these questions by the 
practice of reading the Chica!J0 7ournal. The reading of a paper in school 
can be made a source of more benefit to pupils then many teachers are wil· 
ling to admit. On the 2nd instant. we were honored with a visit by Dr. J. M. 
Gregory of the University of Illinois. and had all our latent energies aroused 
by one of the finest speeches on education to which it has ever been our 
privilege to listen. It i; money well spent to have him visit a school and 
talk to the pupils. After spending a whole day with us and making a few 
suggestions. he informed us that we could be placed on the list of accredited 
high schools in the next catalogue of the University. Teachers ought all to 
profit by his leading suggestion. that we ought to review more. He is thor·· 
ong1ily alive to the importance of knitting together more closely the Udiver-
sity and the high schools of the state. Every educator in the state ought to 
realize that this and the completion of post ·graduate courses in the Univer· 
sity are the seeds that may be expected to produce the richest fruits ,in our 
educational harvest. To sow them is the work of teachers in graded schools 
and professors in the University. The teachers at Elmwood have borne a 
large part of the expense of having Dr. Gregory come and examine our 
SChools. . . C. 
MICHIGAN.-It is related in the papers of southwestern Michigan tbat the 
war against Principal R~nkin. of Cassopolis. arose becanse he married. Some 
parties were jealous of him. hence became open enemies. The question· of 
reengaging him has been indefinitely postponed by the school board of that 
village. ' 
The Jonesville union school enrolls over 220 pupils this term. Averag .. 
atiendance of wh.,le school for seven months, 95 2-5 per cent. Principal 
Gus is 'very highly spoken of ' by the local press. 
President Angell and Prof. Steere have been instructed by the Regents to 
visit the museums in the East. and report the result of their investigations at 
a special meeting of the board. May 15. at which lime prominent architect< 
are invited to be present. The Regents desire to expedite matters and to 
make all necessary arrangements for the construction of the fire-proof museum 
building. 
The next Central Stste Te .... chers· Institute will be held at Lansing during 
the second week of July . 
Fenton will put up two new ward school buildings of two rooms each duro 
ing the summer vacation. 
The Hudson schools. A . G. Gumaer. principal. enrolled· during the winter 
term 342 pupils. 
Tbe State Normal School bas about 90 candidates for graduation tbis year. 
So in the higher courses. 40 in the lower. 
East Sagmaw loses several of its best teachers at the close of the present 
year. Miss Freeman. precep' ress of the high school. accepts a professorship 
at Wellesley College. Mass. Several oth~rs. it is mmored. follow Supt. Tar · 
bell to Indianapolis. 
IOWA.- Tbe course of study for Normal Institutes for 1879 is just out. We 
shall refer to some of its features at another time. 
Prof. C. E. Bossy, of the Agricultuul College. is tbe author of a text·60ok 
in Botany. soon to be published by Messrs. Henry H9lt & Co .• New York. 
An Iowa City g~ntlem in has in his pos§ession a bible printed in 1608. 
The priZ! at tho high sch ?,l oratoric 11 conte,t at Waterloo. May 16. is an 
elegant gold medal. 
Tbe twonty·ninth rep>rt of the pu'>\ic scho) ls of the State of Missouri has 
found its way to our table. Thanks. 
The Iow, City PriSS quotes the article recently published in tbe Nal,ollal 
Journal of Education concerntng an experiment which seems to be success· 
ful in Massachu,etts. Insteld of .facing his pupils. an eastern schoolmaster 
has his desk behind them. and thus overlooks them to good advantage. The 
PrlSs says: "Nothing new about that. Dr. William Reynolds. the pioneer 
teacher of Iowa City. practiced that Method of seating twenty-five years ago. 
It is an excellent plan. but like the old way of standing dishes on edge. takesn 
up a great deal of room." 
The following is the program for commencemenf week at the State Univer. 
sity. June 12'18: June 12-Meeting·of tbe Board of Regents. June 12·14 
-Euminations of Low Graduates. June 14.4 P. M .• Saturday-Closing 
A!ldress to Law Department. June 13,8 P . M.-Anniversary of the Liter· 
ary Societie;. June 15.4 P. M .• Sunday-Baccalaureate Address. June 16. 
8 P. M .• Monday-Alumni AdJress and Poem. June 17. 9A. M •• Tuesday. 
-Law Commencement. June 17,3 P. M., Tuesday-Commencement Ora-
tion ; H. W. Thomas, D. D . Chicago. June 17.8 P. M .• Tuesday-Law 
Oration; Hon. J . H . Craig, Keokuk. June 18,10 A. M .• Wednesday-Col. 
legiate Commencement. June 17, 9 P. M .• Tuesday-President's Receptioll 
Supt. T. H. Smith. of the East Dos Moines schou!; .• reports a montbly en · 
rollment of 1.336 pupils. an average attendance of 1.119; 104 cases of tar· 
diness. and 345 ~isits from parents and friends of the schools. The Grube 
system of teaching numbers is the one used in these schools . . We arlO glad 
to know that these East Slde schools are in a very fine condition. 
The Des Moines Rtgisttr ';'nd Davenport Ganltt refer very kindly to Prof. 
Sabin's candidacy for Superintendent of Public Instruction. but both of these 
influential papers are strongly in favor of the renomination of Hon. C. W. 
von Coelln . . 
Walking .. mat~hes are very popular in many parts of the state. We heard 
the other day of a schoolboy who distinguished himself by walking a mile in 
ten minutes. The next day be wasn't at school. These public schools are 
just ruining the health of our children! 
An aspirant for pedagogical honors and emoluments recently contributed 
the following interesting and original bit of information to the general fund 
of historical record :-"Roger Williams was captured by the indians and his 
lif was saved by the daughter of Pocohontus." He also spoke of the hiven-
tion of the "Cotton Ginney." 
KANsAS.-A correspondent from tbis state writes us that tile suspension ·of 
school visitations is working a great injury to the schools. He says that-the 
."county board of examiners" is a humbug. 
INDIANA.-The Northern Indiana Normal Scliool il much !alier this term 
than ever before. 
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LITERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
-The many friends of Mr. J. R. Beecroft, who has for several years been 
at the head of the periodical and hymn-book department of the house of A. 
S. Barnes. & Co., in Chicago, wiI1 be surprised to I;arn that he goes this w~ek 
to New York to take charge of the hymn-book department of Scribner & Co. 
Mr. Beecroft has "made his mark" here in C~icago, and at the same time 
done efficient service for his house. May even better success attend him in 
his new field. By going, he loses no friends here, and will gain many there. 
-The schedule of salari;' approved by a majority in the Philadelphia Board 
~f Education provides that new teachers shall receive only $300 a year_ The 
smallness of teachers' salaries is severely commented upon by the Rev. Mr. 
Cook. "The penuriousness displayed in parts of New.England, "he says, "in 
paring down these small salaries, is enough to set the very soil on lire." 
- The St. Nic"olas for April gives an interesting account of the "Kitchen 
Garden" clas..sconnected with theWilson Industrial School, New York. This 
school is the result of a "happy thougnt," which arose in this way: Miss 
Huntington is at the head of the Wilson Industrial School, in which there are 
two hundred and fifty ' German girls. The school gives dinner to the schol"rs 
every day, and as it was not found practicable to hire enough help to do all 
the work, four girls were selected from the school-room ev~ry day to assist the 
CO<?k about this meal. To the surprise and dismay of the teacher they were 
almost utt«:rly useless, because they did not know how to wash a dish nor peel 
a potato. Miss Huntington found that she needed to spend her whole time 
. ·in the kitchen teaching them, .and, as there were two hundred and fifty to be 
taught, and only four in the kitchen at a time, so that it would. take more 
than two months to get around once, you can see what a task was before her. 
Besides, she was appalled to think of the girls growing to be women, so igno-
rant of housework and nice house ways. Looking one day at a kindergarten, 
the happy thougbt flashed Into her mind that kitcben-work could be taught in 
tbe same delightful way by plays and songs. This idea was thougbt out and 
put in practice by tbe earnest woman, and the scbool has been in operation 
for three years. This seems like a step in the right direction. When the 
lower classes begin.to take' lDterest in rigbt ways of living and are taught to 
appreciate tbe luxuries of cleanliness, they will soon begin to seek bigber 
things, and tbe rigbt basis will bave been formed for us,to become an educat-
ed nation. 
-The battle of the encyclopedias is becoming very fierce, and one is 
almost bewildered by the voluminous reasons which the various publishers 
give you for purchasing tbeir particular edition. If one wisbes to inform 
himself 'as to the merits of tbe controversy it might be well to invite a call 
from the ubiquitolls canvasser. If this is done the prospective buyer will be 
amazed Ilt the utter worthlessness of all editions except the one which he is 
urged to buy, and lie will begin to tbink that there is a conspiracy on foot 
among the publishers, lirst. to muddle his inteHect, and second to swindle 
him out of his money. He will be told among other things that the Brittan-
lca is a miserable foreign work and prepared ",ith a contemptuous disregard 
for American institutions and progress, or on tbe otber hand h~ .may be in 
formed that all tbe American cyclope4ias are provincial in ' tbeir style and 
scope and withont comprehensiveness in subjects or proper detail in treat-
ment. He:will be informed that the American editions of tbe Brittanica are 
nothing bnt poorly printed copies of the original work, and that_ all cultivated 
readers naturally sel~ct the product .of the British press. Or be may be . in-
fo~ed that Appl.etons' was edited with a slavish regard for Ca,tholic prej-
udices, and that it slights the truth of history, while johnson's is a />old and 
fearless asserter of the unvll!Pished truth. Or he may be told that Johnson's 
has-thousand more topics than..aD¥...other,wo~k, ~r a,gain he may be. told that 
Jobnson'. is nothing bnt a Gazetteeror Postal G~ide and tbe metIiod by which 
it gets its numorous trtles is a ~raud and cheat. And thus this weary world 
ioes on, wbile the bewildered buyer concludes if all tbe cyclopedias are un-
reliable he will not invest in any. 
Popu!4r Stimce,Mont,"Iy.::....The ~lectric 1.igbt, by Professor John'Tyrl',hll ;-
,Science ana Socialism, oy J1rofessor ~r ~hmidt; The First .Ti!ree Years 
of Childhood, tranSlated from 'be Rt'lJUt StientifoJue; :rJ.1e Chemical Elements 
by J. Norman Lockyer'; Experiments with Living Human Beings, I., by George 
M. Beard, M.P. -
-The question "Ought text-books to be supplied ~ratuito~ly to all cbildren • 
in the public schools 7" has been well answered by Prof. Homer B. Sp.rague, 
in a paper read at the Massachusetts State Teacbers' Association last Decem-
ber, and .pnblished ID pamphlet by- Ginn & Heatb, Bostom. .Prof. Spra,gne 
presents clear and forcible arguments for tbe affirmative of the qu~tion. 
COMPARATIVE SALARIES OF SCHOOL-TEACHERS. . '. 
The Inttr-Oaan, in answer to a correspondent, has compiled and pub-
lished the following comparative table of salaries paid teachers in the differ-
ent states of the Union. To the "males" we would say- Take the ntxt train 
for tlu District of Columbia, and to the "young girls"-Kup away flom 
Mai,u (pronounced mm). 
States and Territories. MaJe. FemaJe: 
District of Colnmb.a .. . $120 $80 
Arizona. 110 90 • 
Massachusetts . . 84 35 
Montana .. 75 50 
New Jersey .. 66 37 
Colorado' .. . ~ . 60 48 
Ytah. 54 26 
IndIan Territory .. 50 50 
Illinois .. 47 33 
Oregon .. . ' . .. . .. 45 ' '33 
Indian Territory (Cher.) . 42 42 
Maryland. , . . . • . 41 41 
Washington Territory .. 38 50 
Nebraska ..... 37 32 
Virginia. 34 30 
Minnesota . 
-. 34 29 
Tennessee _ 32 32 
Indian Territory (Choc.) . 26 26 
Nevada. 112 85 
California. 85 68 
Rhode Island .. 81 46 
Connecticut , . 67 37 
Indiana. 63 41 
Ohio. 60 36 
Michigan • . 48 28 
Iowa. 47 21:1 . 
WIsconsin. 43 27 
New Hampshire .. 41 25 
Indian Territory (Creek) . . . 40 40 
Pennsylvania. . 39 33 ' 
Vermont .. 37 2~ 
Maine . . 35 17 
West Virginia .. 34 ' 32 
Kansas . 33 37 
Louisiana . . . 31 31 
Soull · Carolina . 30 28 
North Carolina. 30 25 
Arkansas, }olorida, Kentucky, New York, Georgia, and tbe territories .of 
Dakota, New Mexico, .and W1oming, cannot give the average pay of teach-
ers, so they are omitted fro,,! our list. The following . states give avera,ge pay 
of teachers without designating sex: Delaware, $39; .Mississippi, $30; Mis-
souri, $30; Texas, $53; and Alabama, $22. 
WHOM SHALL WE RECOMMEN~ 7 
AT the present time when so' mlny ate looking for scbools to teach,. we a~e often asked to assist in procuring situations. On the otber hand we 
are frequently interrogated by directors iri regard to the q)1alilications and 
success of teachers, also to ~ntion the name of some competept person, w~o 
in our judg,,!ent would giVCl tbem value received for the time and money ex-
pended. In view of tbis fact, the question often arises, whom shall we rec-
ommend? What qualification does tbis individual possess more tban any 
other, that be sbould receive our personal infl~ence and recommendat.ion? 
In our official capacity we have no friends to reward, nor enemies to punish; 
but have tried to study carefully tlie needs of our scbools and the attainments 
nec~sary "for successful te;!-cbing. Welind the teacbers oCto-day are di;ided 
into severai classes. One class is seen at our teac~ers' associations, they a,re 
r~aders of some edu~ti!>rial journal, are p,resent at oy' normal drills, lend a 
helping han~ at our educational exhibit at the Co~(y Fair. In short, they, 
are true educators, standing ready to assist in any~nd every work which baa 
for its obiect and aim the advancement of secuiar education. They a;e the 
J J. " 
. intellectual light-houses of our time, who are to 'keep the youth of our. land -
from foundering on tbe ja,gged rocks and barren shores of ignorance. sUl!!lr-
stition, and crime. Anotber class are hard laborers in the scbool-room, but 
they fail to avail themselv.es of the t~bers' helps wbicb await them on ev-
ery hand; no educational iournal witb its life,giving influence has ever found 
itsrway to their table; . they_ are never seen: at our. teacbers! gatherings to "in-
terchange thought and r~ceive counsel; yet as we say tbey are hard workers, 
but not progressive; we must judge of labor by it~ results and not by the 
amount of. force .expended. It was more laborious to use tbe sickle. of old, 
than. it' is to drive tbe lllOQem reaper; yet bow vastly differpnt tbe resu.lt! 
There is yet anotber class, who neither labor nor ~ploy ·tbe implements of 
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labor, they merely drag out an existence in the school-rilom, but of this class 
we will not speak. !fthis be true, it seems to be the imperative duty of every 
school officer and friend of education to recommend those of the first class 
mentioned. And we say to the teachers and public in general that it WIll be 
our object and aim to work as many from the second and third classes into 
the first as possible. On account of so many teachers having failed to pass 
the required -examination this spring,_ ihe impression has gone forth that we 
are very exacting. We admit that our examination is somewhat rigid but we 
haye plent)' of teachers in Bureau county -who can and are anxious to pass 
tlie required per cent. Where there is so much material to select from, we 
deem it our duty to take the best. 
It will be remembered that we gave notice that our examination would be 
more critical the present year than that of the past, so that teachers might be 
able to prepare for it. To any who may feel agrieved we would say, that 
perseverance and hard study 'accomplish much_-Supt. Harrington, Burta" 
Co~"ly, III. 
BOOKS FOR YOUNG MEN. 
From II" Littrary World. 
I have an offer of an addition to our town library of a list of books such 'as 
will be useful to young men in preplTing them for a business life. Can you 
make up a list of this sort? .. 
It would be hard to know where to stop in' compiling such a list, aud we 
. will only make a beginning : 
The Student's M.anual. Todd. 
, Laws of Business. Parsons. 
Politics for Young Americans. 
Statistical Atlas of the United States. Walker. 
Cushing'S Manual. 
Getting on in the World. Mathews_ 
Helpful Thoughts for Young ,Men. Woolsey. 
Decision of Character. John Foster. 
Improvement of Time. John Foster. 
Conduct of Life. Emerson. 
Bacon's Essays. Whately's Annotations. 
Self-Culture. John S. Bl.ckie. 
Self-Help. Smiles. 
Thrift. :Smiles. 
Character. Smiles. 
Life of the Stephensons. Smiles. 
Iadustrial Biography. Smiles. 
Self' Made Men. C. C. B. Seymour. 
Books and Reading. Porter. 
Elements of Political Economy. Perry. 
Extempore Speaking_ Bautain. 
Moral Science. Wayland. 
Dangers and Duties of Mercantile Life. Hillard. 
How to Make a Living. Eggleston. 
Common Sense in Business. Freedley. 
The Great Slighted Fortune. Bell. 
Memoir of General Bartlett. Palfrey. 
Memoir of a Brother. Thomas Hughes. 
Life of Horace Greeley. Parton. 
Franklin'. Autobiography. 
Life of Brassey. Arthur Helps. 
Boyhood of Great Men. Edgar. 
Famous London Merchants. Bourne. 
DO OUR SCHOOLS REQUIRE TOO MANY S rUDIES ? 
An exch~nge, referring to the meeting of clergymen and physicians held in 
Deffoit,some time ago, to protest against the great number of studies impos-
ed upon children in the public schools of the country, says: 
"We are of the opinton that investigation will show thal the pressure of 
studies complained of is more apparent than real, and tho,! the long list of 
sciences with which the curriculum of modem SChools is padded, is, for the 
most part, mere dumb show, as they are mostly taught orally and_by a brief 
syllabUS. The merciless tasks so commonly imposed upon school children a 
generation ago, are now almost unknown. In lower grades text-books, so 
far as possible, are discarded. The teacher analyzes everything until the sim-
plest one can comprehend, if he will. Home tasks are forbidden to young 
children, and unless rules are lIagrantly violated, the physical well-being of 
the child is cared for by the teacher. The fault in public schools really is, 
that instruction is so minced up that the power of children to acquire knowl-
edge'is not devel?ped as it should ~e, and the c?untry is in danger of filling 
up With a set of IDtellectual weakhngs, utterly IDcapable of concentrated or 
consecutive thought. 
'l'be overburdening, if it exists, is to be charged to parents rather than to 
the teachers. Few families in comfortable circumstances are satisfied with 
the instruction gi~n in the schools. They supplement it with private leasons 
in music,-in' d~wing, in .languages, and so on, for a score of subjects, and 
wile!} the weekly church social, the occasional evening at the opera or at a 
ball are superadded, the health of the child breaks down and the physician 
blame, not the imprudent parent, but the schools. , ' 
Tbe~emand, of modern life will, of necessi'y, rather increase than de-
crease the number of studies required to'complete an education. To properly 
understand the morning paper, the Sunday sermon, or even to glance with 
full understanding.at the bills placarded ~n the walls, requires a wide range 
of knowledge, whIch no man c.n be WIthout and yet keep abreast of his 
'limes. Besides this, the sciences are so related to each other that to under_ 
stand one requires an acquaintance with many others. Mankind cannot give 
up this culture which the times demand. Tbe remedy must be found in the 
prolongation of the period of school Jife_ Prodigies who graduate at 14 
must be discouraged. The fact must be reco~ized that education is growth, 
not a cram, and that as a growth to be healthy It must be gradual. 
THE ORIGIN OF MEN'S NAMES. 
THE 'studY of men's names, says the New York 7;mu, is as curious as it is interesting. Arbitrary as they seem to·day, they all had their source 
evidently in some fitting fact. Many English surnames express the country, 
estate, or residence of their original bearers; as Burgoyne from Burgundy; 
Cornell or Cornwallis, from Cornwall; Fleming, feom Flanders; Ga>kin and 
Gascoyne, from Gascony'; Hanway, from Hainault; Polack, from Poland; 
Welsh, Walsh, and Wallis from Wales; Coombs, Compton, Clayton, Sutton, 
Preston, Washington, from tow,os in the county of Sussex, England. Cam-
den, the antiquary, says every village in Normandy has surnamed some Eng: 
lish family. Dale, Forest, Hill, Wood, and the like are derived from the 
character or situation of thoSe who first bore the naines. ' The prefix altt or aI, 
softened to;' or an, has helped to form a number of names. Thus, if a man 
lived on a moor, he would call himself Attemoor or Atmoor; if near a gate, 
Attegate or Agate. John alte the Oaks was in due lime shortened into John 
N oaks; Peter at the Seven Oaks into Peter Snooks. By field, By ford, Un 
derhill, and Underwood indicated reside'nce originally. In old English, 
appltgarth meant an orchard,. whence Applegate and Appleton; chou a 
fortsf " divt, a diff,. dougl" a ravint,. cobb, a harbor,' whence these 
names. The root of the ubiqUItous Smith is the Anglo-Saxon smita .. , to 
smite. It was applied primarily to blacksmiths, wheelrights, carpenters, ma-
sons, and smitters or stnkers in general. Baker, Taylor, Butler~COleman 
(coalman), Draper, Cowper (cooper), Cutler, Miller, and the rest plainly de-
note occupations. Latimer is from lati"tr·, a writer of Latin; Lori~er is a 
maker of spurs and bridle hits; Arkwright, a maker of ' chests; Lander, con-
tracted from lav/nlditr, a washerman; Banister, a keeper of a bath; Kid-
der, a huckster; Wait, a minstrd; Crocker, a potter. Such names as Bax-
ter and Bag.ter are the feminine of baktr, Webster of wt66tr or weavtr, 
which shows that these trades were first followed by women, and tbat when 
men began to tak. them up they for some time kept the feminine namu. 
Steward, Stewart, or Stuart, Abbott, Knigbt, Lord, Bishop, Prior, Chamber-
lain, Falconer, Legget (legate), either signified what the persons so styled 
~ere, or they were given them in jest or derision, like the names King 
Prince, and Pope. The termination ward indicates a keeper, as Durward, 
doorkeeper; Hayward, keeper of the town cattle; Woodward, forest keeper. 
Read, Reed, Reid, IS an old fo";" of spelling rd, and was bestowed as White, 
Brown, Black were to denote the color worn or the complexion of the per-
son. Hogarth; from the Dutch, means generous, high-natured; Rush is 
subtle; Browne, ready, Bonner, kind, gracious; Eldridge; wild, ghastly. 
Many Welsh names, naturalized in EngliSh, are from personal traits, a< More, 
great ; Duff, black; Vaughan, little; "Lane, slender; Mole, bald; Gough, 
red. Surnames; now apparently meaningless, had meaning in old Englisb 
and provincial dialects. Brock, for instance, signifies badger; Talbut, mas-
tiff; Todd, fox; Culver, pigeon; Henshaw, young 'heron; Coke, cook. 
-The public school system of South Carolina bas, during the past y .. ar, made 
gratifying progress. A new and improved school law has been passed; the mall-
ner of raising the school fund has been changed by a Constitutional amend-
men~; I here is a large attendance in the public schools; a uniform series ~f. 
text'book. has been adopted; the teachers are showing more interest in their 
work; the school fund is managed belter, and a Stolte Board of Examiners 
has been appointed.-Nnu York Tribu"t. 
-Robert Clarke & Co. of Cincinnati announce for immeJiate publication a 
thrilling romance by Hon. F. Hassaurek, eut!tled Tlu Sunl of II" AIIt/t!. 
Extracts from advance sheets show it to be .. volume which will be read with 
deep interest by loven; of history and rc~mance. 
~Another nelt Book ready April I, from tpe same publishing hollS~, is E. 
D. Mansfield's Ptrsonal Mtmor;t!, social, political, and literary, with sketches 
of many noted people. 
--------
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Arearley' ~ th ird annual excursion tour from Detroi t to the 
WHI TE MOUNTA I N~ AND SEA S HORE will leave 
Detro ll in time for 'feachers who desire to attend U1C Na ~ 
lional Am~rican I n!>litule of Imaruct ion which will be held 
a l thc Wh, le MOllntalnS July 9 . 10 , 11, and 12. The route Is 
via Niagarn Fa ll!', L.'\ke Ontario, T housand hlands, R apids 
ur the St. Lawrence, Montreal , and Quebec, and includes 
:~;. ~~aS~~ib;'S t ~CD~t~~~::'~f~~h .panicula rl to \V. H . ~~c;r~ 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUbfB ERS 01 Ihe WKH.LV will he furnished or tell ccnu nch until the supply is exhaus ted. 
If notice is sen t U5 of a missing number immediately on 
recei pt of the " ext number, we will mail it free. Always 
" lYe the Humber of the paller, not the da le. 
In ordering a chnnge in the addreu or your paper, always 
Klve the pO. lOmCt:: llnd sc.ale From which you wl~h the ad· 
dres. changed. 
Bound volum es (or 18", H aU Moro<:co, wlCh lilt stamp, 
can be had for '5.00. <':oven :llone, 15 ceOlS. 
Tl!KMS ,.. SUUS RIP' rl N. 
0 11e yea r (SO N05.) , "3.00. If paid In advance, I~ 50. 
Six monch. (2S Nos.), 1.75. I, 'f I .,SO. 
T hree months t.2 Nos.) ·90· .75 
1n clubs of fi vc , I ycar , 2.SO. '2 '5. 
OJ,, len , If 2.2'. '2 .00. 
1:!:nch Slnte Edition (mon thly), socenl5 n year In advance. 
Stn"le e Ull les fur rt31 e u,t m .lth'" Book nod News 
. Lore . 122 U e n.rborn St., hlc n g o . 
d~;~el ~~~tr1~r::it;eh l~~I~ s~:v~ :sa~hrt~~~lJ~~i~re~l\s ;~In!~es:~~ 
on accoun t of l ubscrivtlons. 
Remit tances should bc sent by r?utered le tter, draft, or 
PD:~:; s~~%,:ldd,~kr.abl; ~~y ;o~i ~l=~~:!t~ ~p~~; 
For ro/l,ction . 
TERMS O~· ADVI!RTISING. 
Per linc, "g:ue rneaJure, .0 cents each insertion. Whcn a 
,prclal loca tion Is chosen, 12 cenlS a Ime. peclal Notices 
III J'ublisher5' Department, 25 Centi; a li ne. 
Advertisements running one: month or more Will appear in 
311 the differen t monthly editions of the WSKKLY, which arc 
publishcd for local Ci rcu la tion in the various s tate5. 
~~if:o~t:~r~o:g~;:I;~~:ib~ ~~~d ~~~~~h'i';r~h:~::nnc~r:c t5 . 
Address all communications to 
8, A5hl;;lJ\3 1~~~0~.~~~~a~~ ·it ;nud~i~~leS~ . . 
Chica~o, III. 
- If IInyof our readers are ahom to purch:lSe a 
firs t .cla ... chool or fami ly organ, Ihey WI ll clo well 
10 consult Ihe publishers I)f tbe W Ef:K I.V , who can 
give them 0. " bargain ." 
-Our ofTer of Ihe W &EKLV one YJ!ar for fi hy 
cents, in special state editions issued monlhly, 
which W:lS announced in last week's i .. ue, has a l-
ready awakened an encouraging response . Aboul 
fifty subscri ptions from Illi nois have been addecl 10 
th e / 1UD hundred and fifty from W isconSIn. Ne-
br:lSka also begi ns to respond. Let the canvass be 
gin at once. T he present indications are Ihal we 
shal\ have e nough subscribers to j uslify issuing the 
Illinois edilion earl y in Ju ne. ,end in Ihe names, 
th e money may follow on receipt of th e firs t num · 
ber. 
-Educal ionnl progress is marked in display of 
taste in school-rooms. Dingy, bare walls confronl-
ed nearly all pupils of the last generation ; nnw, the 
ai m IS 10 make sludy rooms auract;'·. and Educa -
tional. Moral and eSl hettc culture nrc sec ured by 
Ihe appoin lments of a m( c1e rn '~hnol - rnom . Lov· 
ers of the ornamenta l w,lI de light to \ isit the Art 
E mporium of H. J. Thump-on, ... 259 Waloa, h 
A venue, ChicOJ!n. 11 ovi n~ hec n l hqlt:t:11 yenrs In 
th is business i tt htcago, he knows well the demands 
of Irad . buth wh, lcsale nnd rdatl. The estab-
lishment is /ir:.I-c1ass, the proprietor nfTable and 
honorable. 
Comparative Examination Paper, 
Manufa.ctured j~ ':0 sizes (si ze A and size Hl, the first 
8XIO~, and the jecond. 8x13 Inches. " ' eight of paper, 20 
Ibs. 2-4 lb . pape r can be rurnished at an advance of 20 
pcr cen t on the (ollowlng prices. 
PRICES REDUCED AGAIN : 
s:~~ A. 
; ~~;~~, 1~~ ~~~~':s',':.:::"":':: '::::::.::. ::: ::J :;: 
1 ha lf ream, 2<40 sheets,... .... .. ... .... .65 
I ream, .. 80 sheeLS, ....... . . ' t. t5 
:I reams, 960 5heets, . . . ....... .. ..... ..... . '2 .50 
3 reams, 1,440 sheeL' , . .. . . .... . .... ... 3·6p 
~ ;~~::; ~:~: :~;:::: .. ::.' .. ::: :.':: .. ~ .... ':. ~.~~ 
6 reams, 2,880 5heeL~... . . .... ....... ... 6.6~ 
,i ~gg rm ;mE~:: : : :.:.: .:.::ii-:·:::::·:· : ·:· ~:~ 
Sir.e B . 
" • • 0 
·<5 
.80 
1.45 
).20 
• . S5 
6.40 
1·S5 
9.0 5 
10.00 
10·90 
11.15 
12·55 
It desi red, it maybe had with printed headin&s, wi th bla nks 
for recording the namc, subject , per cent, etc. Fifty cents 
per ream extra w ill secure it a ll p runed. 
The above prices are our lowut traJ, ratn. No (urther 
jiscounts :uc made, as these price are iradua tcd according 
to the siz.e of the order. 
Pos tage (five cents pcr qUire) and expr~s charles mUSt be 
paid by the purcha.scr. 
Send the money with your order. 
It h' especially recommended to ci ty and coun ty super. 
intendents who wish to preserve:l file of all sitch papers. fhe 
"L IBRAR Y B fNDEN " 
will be furnished for preserving them in book form for 35 
ceO~d~r;: to~ ~~~;~:;7.e:st:;~;.r~ , or qualit of paprr will be 
filled at correspond II g ratcl'o . B:tntples win he sent upon re· 
ceip t of leller stamp. 
Send .11 orde .. to S. R. WIN CH F.LL & CO .. 
Chicago, I ll. 
TO U TEREST YOUR PUPILS. 
There is a wonderful paper published In New York ci t)" 
wbose object is to in terest the schola r!!. in finding out abou t 
the CUrtOUS things there arc: In the world. It exercises a 
prolound Influence upon thcm : it wakes them up to think 
and Itudy for themselves : It encourages seH·educ.'Hion. It 
W ill p rove an incent ive wllhou t all equaL Don't fail to send 
for this paper If you want to wake your pupils up. tmd have 
them s tay waked up. Send SO ccnts for a year if you mus t, 
send 10 cenLi for three numbers-but /10 josta l cards; 
(teachers, don' t give away you r work nor ask us to gtve 
.way Ollrs .) E. L . KELLOGG & Co .. 
tf 11 Warren Street, N. Y. 
T c..'lchers will do their pupils, their schools, :lnd them· 
sel\l9!, a good service b)' securing clubs for the above papr. r . 
- So R. W''':::C.:;II.::: • .:::L:::L.:...... ____________ _ 
WANTE D. 
10,exO Agents for the O~VIS Reversible Blocks , for invo. 
lution o r evolution of numbers to a ny power . Cubes in two 
steps by the: inventor of four new methods, including U Hill's" 
of three. Two years' cest p roves the Revers ible the best. 
h sells a t sight. The wise will beware of IOfringemen ts . 
Scod regi!ot tered one doll a.r for sample power blocks a nd cube 
10 J NU. R . DAVIS, 
cpn Pri n. Nonnal School, I nland , Ohio. 
I)O BI N ON I AN CALBNDAns fo r C ,UUSTIA N "'~ PA from \ the ye;.r I 1.02600, with h.'qu(ltion all(( Interest Tables. 
Indispensable to book.keepe rs , school h:.acher5 , etc.; uscful 
and in lercsl ing for the home . Pri.:es , 75t', ISOc , 2fi.c, toe, 
According to binding, ctc. t-hiled on rec.: tpt of price and 
S.ct s tamp. Endorsed by this jonrnal. J. \ V. Robi nson, 
Autbor, d c. , 64 Federal S L. , Bos ton. ccn 
The Scllool-Room Song Budget. 
A CollutioH of Sonrs and lIflisic for Schools and E"d,ua· 
ra tional Gat /urine'r, Compil,d by E. V. De Gt'atf, 
unduetor of T,acners' ",.stituta. 
E NLARGED E DITIO ' . 
fi v~hf~I~~:~e Bill::~ti~:7s ~~~:t:~11i~d~~~c:iy tbJu~d~gs Pri~~ 
15 cents; $t. !)O per doten : $1 0 .00 per hundred, net. 
Send 10 S. R. W INC H ELL & Co., Chicago. 
EJ:eac1..aohe 
Neu.ra1g1.a PILLS 
CE L ERY "Dr. C. \V. BBNSON, a practis inJ PILW 
CELER Y physiCian , a t 106 N . Eutaw St., Bahl. PILL'; 
CELE RY more, lid . (who has paid much allen· PILLS 
CEL ER Y tion to nervous d iSeases), has d iscover. P ILLS 
CEL ERV ed Ih.1 ExtracI of Celery and Chamo- PILLS 
t~t~~ ~ ~~:ri~hl~i~~~c!nei~h~~rb~li~·!:dyo:~~c;. ~~ tI] 
CE LE RY tic, nervous, or s ick headache, neural . P ILLS 
CEL E RY g ia, and nervousness. T hiS is a triumph P ILLS 
CE LERY in medical chemis try, a nd sufferC"tS all PILLS 
CELF.RY ovrr the country are ordering by mail. PILLS 
CELE R Y H e prepares it in pills 2t SOC. per box. PILLS 
~~t~~ ~ ;~~~~~:ti~iBI:t~f~~r~~'~:Eii~.l~~}[ ~~t~ 
Office, 106 N . Eutaw Streel, BaltImore, Md. 
se:t~ rp:!;a~d, ~la~;:ldd~~5 30nnd r~!i~lt ~r;~f~lSbyO~hci1~::,~ 
prietor. cen 
MENEE LY & COMPANY, 
}Jell FO"1Id.rs, West Troy, N . Y. 
F,rty years es tablished. CH URCH BaLLS and C UtMBS; 
ACAOBM Y, FACTORY BBLLS, e tc. I mproved PATaNT MOU NT. 
I NGS. Ca talogues free. No agencies. cui 
ORGANS FO R 8411 CASH ! We will ship 10 Sabbath Schools d irect from Ihe Fac tory, P lain \Valnut, Fiv¢ 
Octave, Double Reed, 1·StoP, Urgan" warranted five years. 
ccr P EERLES~ ORGAN CO. , Pon Colden, N. J . 
Agents Wanted. 
N~\el~~'b~~n~~dt~af~l~~~~ ,ob~~rsn~~r ~6 r:li~~~~.buS~nneJs8 
three cent s tamps, for ' 9 samples. and t~us a55 ure y ourself of 
its reltability. U. S. L. C.& T . Co., Arcade , C incinnati , 
Ohio. ccp 
H C. KOCH &- CO., 
• ARCHITl!crs AN D SUPERI NT ENDENTS. 
School Arch itecture a Specialty . 
Pfister', Block. C~t:ier WlScons IM~t~~dU~~·~~W{S . 
SCHOOL MOTTOES. 
TlI/RTY MO T TOES A N D 711E L ORD'S PRAYER. 
Twelve Card .. p ri nted on both sides. Choice Extracts as 
Sub·Mottoes. 
{.;;:cb~~:~~t~dl'/::pi~1(!::~(J~~~:d~n-t:I~~es!f lf:d~O~nd 
Green . T he best book ink used. Black type, bold and a.t. 
tractive. T he mOi t de!l lrable se t yet issued. 
Address S. R. WIN CHELL & CO .. Ch icago. 
W'00DL.ANDSend50C. forI1.S5pr.4 •. LATEST I Jansen,lI1 CClurg 
BEST 'Ie & Co., Chicago Day School Sinelng Jrook. CBOleS' 
By S. W, Strallb. 
T HOM PSON'S 8UMMER SCHOOL 0 r 
DRAWING & PENMANSHIP. 
The .. ounh Anmull - es"ion wiU be hCld at lUe Art k ooms ot Purdue Universit y, beginning Al onday, July 7, . 879 and 
conlinu lDK fou r weeks . Whether you wish to a ttend or not, send for cltCulan giviu& terms courses of study a nd oth~ lu. 
formation . cee Addr... L. S . THOMPSON, La Fayette, Ind. 
... 
